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Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI (DSC-MRI) are perfusion imaging techniques used
mainly for clinical and preclinical measurement of vessel permeability and capillary blood flow, respectively. It is advantageous to apply
both methods to exploit their complementary information about the perfusion status of the tissue. We propose a novel acquisition method
that combines advantages of the current simultaneous and sequential acquisition. The proposed method consists of a DCE-MRI acquisition
interrupted by DSC-MRI acquisition. A new method for processing of the DCE-MRI data is proposed which takes the interleaved acquisition
into account. Analysis of both the DCE- and DSC-MRI data is reformulated so that they are approximated by the same pharmacokinetic
model (constrained distributed capillary adiabatic tissue homogeneity model). This provides a straightforward evaluation of the methodology
as some of the estimated DCE- and DSC-MRI perfusion parameters should be identical. Evaluation on synthetic data showed an acceptable
precision and no apparent bias introduced by the interleaved character of the DCE-MRI acquisition. Intravascular perfusion parameters
obtained from clinical glioma data showed a fairly high correlation of blood flow estimates from DCE- and DSC-MRI, however, an unknown
scaling factor was still present mainly because of the tissue-specific r2∗ relaxivity. The results show validity of the proposed acquisition
method. They also indicate that simultaneous processing of both DCE- and DSC-MRI data with joint estimation of some perfusion parameters
(included in both DCE- and DSC-MRI) might be possible to increase the reliability of the DCE- and DSC-MRI methods alone.
Keywords: Perfusion imaging, contrast agents, brain tumors, DCE-MRI, DSC-MRI.

1.

I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI (DSC-MRI) make quantitative estimates of the tissue perfusion parameters possible.
DCE-MRI is used especially in tumor diagnostics and treatment monitoring, and partly in cardiology (see [1, 2, 3]). In
contrast, DSC-MRI is used largely for diagnosing cerebral ischemic illnesses (see [4, 5]). DCE-MRI and DSC-MRI perfusion methods are based on image sequences acquired following administration of a contrast agent. For each voxel, a contrast agent concentration time sequence is extracted from the
recorded image sequence and is subsequently approximated
by a pharmacokinetic model. The model is parametrized by
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the sought perfusion parameters. Most perfusion-imaging
studies are based either on DCE- or DSC-MRI. Their advantages and disadvantages, when used alone, are reviewed first.
DCE-MRI is based on T1 -weighted image sequences. In
DCE-MRI, a fairly slow process of the parenchymal phase of
the contrast agent distribution is captured. Hence, the typical recording time is about 5-15 minutes. DCE-MRI is used
mainly as a tool to measure the permeability of the capillary
wall. The pharmacokinetic models used in DCE-MRI are reviewed in [6, 7]. The simplest and widely used pharmacokinetic model is the Kety/Tofts model [8], which makes it possible to estimate the ve , kep , and K trans (see Table 1, EES is the
extravascular extracellular space). In the extended Kety/Tofts
model, also vb is estimated [9]. More complex (second gen-
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eration) models have been introduced to model also the intravascular contrast agent distribution phase. The best known
of these models are the two compartment exchange model
(2CXM) [10], the adiabatic approximation of the tissue homogeneity model (aaTH) [11], and the distributed capillary
adiabatic tissue homogeneity model DCATH [12]. With these
models, additional perfusion parameters can be estimated: Tc ,
Fb , and PS (Table 1). However, these second generation models require higher temporal resolution and higher signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) so as not to be ill-posed due to the higher
number of the estimated parameters and the fast dynamics of
the vascular distribution phase [13].
DSC-MRI (see reviews [4, 14]) is based on T2 - or T2∗ weighted image sequences. It has been used mostly for brain
studies where no contrast agent extravasation occurs due to
the blood brain barrier (BBB). Hence, only the vascular phase
of the contrast agent distribution is assumed. This requires
only one to two minutes of recording [15]. Contrast agent
concentration curves are extracted from T2 /T2∗ -weighted image sequences. The vascular perfusion parameters can be
estimated by approximating the contrast agent concentration
time sequences with a nonparametric pharmacokinetic model
or with a pharmacokinetic model assuming, e.g., a compartment approximation [14]. The estimated perfusion parameters are the cerebral blood flow, CBF (Fb in DCE-MRI), cerebral blood volume, CBV (vb in DCE-MRI), and the mean intravascular transit time, MT T (Tc in DCE-MRI). This model,
however, is not valid for leaky capillaries. For these cases, the
application of a prebolus (a small dose of the contrast agent
applied before the DSC-MRI acquisition) is recommended
[16], which decreases the contrast agent concentration gradient between the vascular space and the EES and, hence,
suppresses the contrast agent extravasation. Another effect
making absolute quantification of CBV and CBF a challenge
is the dependence of the DSC-MRI signal (namely r2∗ and r2
relaxivity) on the vessel size and structure [14].
It is advantageous to apply both DCE- and DSC-MRI together to exploit their complementary information about the
permeability and blood flow of the tissue or to correct for
unwanted T1 and T2∗ effects [17, 18, 19]. DCE- and DSCMRI data can be acquired simultaneously using multi gradient echo techniques. They can be combined with saturation recovery preparation [20, 21] or with spin echo and echo
planar imaging (EPI) techniques [22]. By acquiring data for
several (at least two) echo times, it is possible to estimate
T2∗ (and possibly also T2 for the combined spin- and gradientecho acquisition) and T1 separately. Consequently, DCE-MRI
concentration time curves can be corrected for degradation
caused by shortening of T2∗ and the DSC-MRI concentration time curves can be corrected for impairment caused by
shortening of T1 . Regardless of these corrections, in the case
of contrast agent extravasation (e.g., in tumors), the DSCMRI contrast agent concentration as derived from T2∗ or T2
is affected by the time varying gradient of the contrast agent
concentration between the intra- and extravascular space. A
general disadvantage of simultaneous DCE- and DSC-MRI
recording is that the acquisition of more gradient echoes and

the need for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio even for higher
echo times leads to lower spatial and/or temporal resolution
of the acquired images compared to standard separate DCE
and DSC acquisitions.
Another possibility of acquiring both DCE- and DSC-MRI
data is a sequential acquisition [23]. DCE-MRI is recorded
first, because the contrast agent bolus is also a prebolus for the
following DSC-MRI acquisition, suppressing contrast agent
extravasation in the subsequent DSC-MRI. This makes it possible to use an intravascular pharmacokinetic model for the
DSC-MRI analysis. Compared to the simultaneous DCEDSC method mentioned above, the sequential acquisition
method is more time demanding, but it can take advantage
of a higher spatial and/or temporal resolution. Complete suppression of contrast agent extravasation in DSC-MRI can be
achieved by using a high molecular weight contrast agent (so
far allowed only for preclinical experiments) [17].
In this paper, a three-segment DCE-DSC-DCE acquisition
method is used. It combines the advantages of both the simultaneous and sequential techniques. By interrupting the DCE
acquisition and inserting the DSC acquisition, the prebolus
suppression of extravasation is kept as well as a short acquisition duration (corresponding to that of a DCE experiment).
At the same time, spatial and/or temporal resolution higher
than with the multi echo approach is achieved. Our preliminary versions of this acquisition method can be found in [24]
and [25]. In this paper, the proposed method is evaluated on
simulated data and on a set of clinical data.
Pharmacokinetic models that impose the same assumptions
on both DCE- and DSC-MRI are used, based on the constrained DCATH pharmacokinetic model [26], with modifications accounting for the interrupted acquisition and the prebolus extravasation suppression. This provides a straightforward evaluation of the methodology as some of the estimated
DCE- and DSC-MRI perfusion parameters (intravascular perfusion parameters: blood flow, blood volume, and mean transit time) should be identical. Such comparison can provide
an insight into the possibility of a joint estimation of the intravascular perfusion parameters from DCE- and DSC-MRI.
2.

S UBJECTS & METHODS
Assuming stationary perfusion parameters (i.e., timeinvariance during acquisition) and linearity of the modeled
system, the contrast agent concentration time sequences extracted from the recorded DSC-MRI or DCE-MRI image sequence for each voxel or tissue region of interest (ROI) can
be modeled using the pharmacokinetic model:
CROI (n) =

Fp
(CAIF ∗ IRF) (n),
1 − HctLV

(1)

where n is the time index, (∗) is the discrete convolution operator, CAIF (n) is the arterial input function (AIF), i.e. the contrast agent concentration in blood measured in an artery feeding the tissue ROI, HctLV is hematocrit in large vessels used
for conversion of the contrast agent concentration in blood,
CAIF (n), to blood plasma concentration, C p (n). The sequence
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IRF(n) is the impulse residue function (the probability that
a contrast agent particle after an ideal instantaneous bolus injection is still present in the tissue ROI at the time index n).
The perfusion parameters (Fp and the parameters of IRF(n))
are estimated by deconvolution, formulated as least-squares
fitting of the model (1) to the measured sequence, CROI (n),
assuming that CAIF (n) is known, e.g., measured, see below.
2.1. Three-segment acquisition protocol
The proposed interleaved acquisition protocol (Fig. 1, right
column) is designed to include both contrast enhanced techniques in the shortest possible time window. First, the calibration DCE-MRI sequence is applied, which is used to convert
signal intensity to contrast agent concentration, e.g., the multi
flip angle acquisition (multiple FA) [27]. This sequence is followed by administration of the contrast agent and the first part
of the contrast DCE-MRI acquisition. This part captures the
arterial phase and the start of the parenchymal phase of the
contrast agent distribution. Then, high resolution anatomical
scans are acquired, followed by the second bolus of the contrast agent and the DSC-MRI acquisition. Finally, the second
part of the contrast DCE-MRI sequence is recorded (no contrast agent applied). This part captures the parenchymal phase
of the contrast agent distribution.
Simult. acq.

Seq. acq.

Int. acq.

Multi-FA
T1 estim.

Multi-FA
T1 estim.

Multi-FA
T1 estim.

3 min:57 s

DCE-MRI,
1st bolus

1 min:19 s

High Res.
anatomical
images

DCE-MRI,
1st bolus

High Res.
anatomical
images

where r = [A1 , A2 , N1 , N2 , σ1 , σ2 , α, β , s, τ] is the vector of
Parker’s AIF parameters. To account for the application
of two boluses, the sum of two delayed and scaled Parker’s
AIFs is used:
C p (n, r) = C p1 (n, r) + DRC p1 (n − Ns , r) .

measured
Parkers model

∆R1 [1/s]
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5
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0
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1 min:11 s

DCE-MRI,
no bolus

1 min:19 s

8

6
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GVF model

100

DSC-MRI,
2nd bolus

(3)

The parameter Ns is the time delay between the applications
of the two boluses, estimated as the delay between the peaks
in the measured AIF signals of the first-phase DCE-MRI and
the DSC-MRI recordings. The parameter DR is the ratio of the
DSC-MRI and the DCE-MRI bolus doses. An example of
the measured AIF segments and the fitted AIF model (3) is
given in Fig. 2.

∆R*2 [1/s]

Simult. DCEDSC-MRI
(e.g. multi
gradient echo),
low spatial
resolution

contrast recordings, the measured AIF segments are approximated by a parametric model. It is derived from Parker’s AIF
model [28]:
!
2
Ai
− (n − Ni )2
C p1 (n, r) = ∑ √ exp
+
2σi2
i=1 σi 2π
(2)
α exp (−β n)
+
,
1 + exp (−s (n − τ))
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Fig.2. Approximation of the DCE-MRI AIF sequences by Parker’s
model (the second contrast agent bolus had a two-fold higher dose
than the first bolus) (upper). Approximation of the DSC-MRI AIF
sequence by the GVF model (lower).

Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of the proposed Interleaved acquisition (right column), the simultaneous DCE- DSC-MRI acquisition
(left), and the sequential DCE- DSC-MRI acquisition (center column). Total duration of the Interleaved protocol is 12 min:27 s.

2.2. Arterial input functions
For processing of the DCE-MRI recording, the two segments of the AIF are derived from the two DCE-MRI contrast
recordings. They are calculated as the average contrast agent
concentration sequence within a manually drawn region in
a feeding artery. To provide the missing part of the AIF corresponding to the missing data between the two DCE-MRI
264

To minimize the partial volume effect, the individual
examination-specific AIFs are scaled to have the same area
under the curve (AUC) as the AIF with the maximum AUC
in the data set, as in [29]. The same contrast agent dose in all
examinations is assumed. The AUC is calculated numerically
from the AIF model (3) in the time interval from time zero to
the point of almost complete tracer elimination. The elimination time is determined as the time when the AIF level reaches
a defined negligible fraction of its maximum (here 1/250).
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Table 1. Perfusion parameters of the aaTH model

symbol
Fp
Fb
vp
vb
E
K trans
kep
Tc
ve
PS
BAT

description
Blood plasma flow per unit
volume of tissue
Whole blood flow per unit
volume of tissue
Blood plasma volume per
unit volume of tissue
Whole blood volume per
unit volume of tissue
Initial extraction ratio
Volume transfer constant between blood plasma and
EES
Rate constant between EES
and blood plasma
Mean capillary transit time
Volume of the EES per unit
volume of tissue
Permeability surface area
product per unit volume
of tissue
Bolus arrival time

where the error function er f is defined as

unit
mL/min/100 mL

2
er f (n) = √
π

mL/min/100 mL

ˆn

dx exp(−x2 )

(5)

0

and N f is a normalization factor accounting for truncation of
the normal distribution of the intravascular transit times [12]:



Tc
1
1 + er f √
.
(6)
Nf =
2
2σ

mL/100 mL
mL/100 mL
1/min
1/min
s
mL/100 mL
mL/min/100 mL
s

In the case of DSC-MRI AIF selection, a semiautomatic
searching algorithm based on [30] is used. As in DCE-MRI,
the individual examination specific AIFs are scaled to the
maximum AUC in the DSC-MRI data set, to minimize the
partial volume effect. In contrast to DCE-MRI, the AUC is
calculated only from the first pass of the contrast agent, i.e.
recirculation effects (secondary peaks) and contrast agent extravasation are not taken into account. For this purpose, a special form of the gamma variate function (GVF) with decoupled model parameters [31] is used to approximate the first
pass part of the DSC-MRI AIF (here 2/3 of the samples of
the whole signal). The first pass AUC part is then determined
as the AUC of the complete GVF function, see Fig. 2 for an
example.

To decrease the number of free parameters, the DCATH
model was modified by fixing the variation of the intravascular transit time, σ , to a small value (as proposed in [26]).
Hence, the modified DCATH model is an approximation to
the aaTH model still with the advantage of a continuous formulation of the mean intravascular transit time, Tc [13].
For small σ , the mean value of the normal intravasculartransit-time distribution before truncation is used as a good
estimate of the mean intravascular transit time, Tc , corresponding to the truncated normal distribution [12].
The quantities E, kep , and Tc are the tissue specific perfusion parameters to be estimated, along with Fp (Table 1). The
remaining perfusion parameters can be derived from these parameters as: ve = EFp /kep and v p = Fp Tc .
An additional parameter to be estimated is the bolus arrival
time, BAT , i.e. the delay between the rising edge of the AIF,
CAIF (n), and of the tissue contrast agent concentration time
sequence, CROI (n). Here, it is estimated according to [13] in
the Fourier domain, where it has a continuous formulation.
For DSC-MRI, the model in (4) is modified by assuming
no extravasation, i.e. E = 0. Hence, only the vascular part,
IRFv (n), is used. This formulation approximates the standard
box IRF (used in DSC-MRI, e.g. [32]) to allow a continuous
formulation of Tc . The estimated perfusion parameters are
Fp , Tc , and BAT . Blood plasma volume is then derived as
v p = Fp Tc as for DCE-MRI.

2.3. Impulse residue functions
For DCE-MRI, IRF(n) is modeled by the DCATH model
with a truncated normal distribution of the intravascular transit times, which does not allow negative transit times [12, 13]:
IRF(n) = IRFv (n) + IRFp (n)





1
nTs − Tc
Tc
√
+ er f √
er f
IRFv (n) = 1 −
2N f
2σ
2σ
"
#
2 2
(4)
kep σ
E
IRFp (n) =
exp
+ kep (Tc − nTs ) ×
2N f
2





kep σ
(nTs − Tc ) kep σ
Tc
√
× er f
− √
+ er f √ + √
,
2σ
2
2σ
2
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2.4. Synthetic data, Monte Carlo simulations
For validation of the proposed interleaved DCE-MRI method,
it was compared to the standard DCE-MRI method using synthetic data. Different tissue types and SNR values (5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, and 60) were simulated. The
effect of low temporal sampling rate of DCE-MRI (as used
here for the clinical data acquisition, see below) was also simulated and tested.
The arterial concentration time curve for the AIF extraction was generated using (3) and the parameters from the
original
 paper [28]. Three different IRFs (parametrized with
pt = Fp , E, ve , Tc , BAT ) were generated, simulating three
tissue types. The first tissue represented healthy prostate
(pt1 = {0.21, 0.65, 0.35, 18.60, 3.94} [33]), the second tissue was a prostate tumor (pt2 = {0.08, 0.80, 0.21, 60.00, 3.94}
[33]), and the third tissue was a brain glioma tumor (pt3 =
{0.05, 0.16, 0.08, 12.00, 3.94} [34]). The units of the perfusion parameters were according to Table 1. The BAT parameters were set equally to 3.94 s for all three tissues.
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Noise-free high temporal resolution concentration time
curves CROI (n, p) were generated by a discrete convolution
of the AIF and IRF(n, p). Four acquisition and processing types were evaluated: the standard and the interleaved
DCE method, each with a high and low temporal resolution,
Ts = 0.99 s and Ts = 3.94 s (same as for the clinical data, see
below), respectively. In case of low temporal resolution, the
concentration time curves were undersampled by a factor of
4. Then, zero mean Gaussian noise was added. The standard deviation of noise, σnoise , was calculated according to
the chosen SNR level, defined as
SNR =

N
1
CROI (n, p).
∑
Nσnoise n=1

(7)

To simulate noise of the measured arterial concentration time
curve (for AIF extraction), the same value of σnoise was used
for noise added to the arterial curve. For each level of the SNR
and each tissue type, 500 noise realizations were generated.
Finally, the standard (complete) and interleaved (segment
of CROI (n, p) of the same position and duration was left out as
in clinical recordings, see below) data sets were processed using the standard perfusion analysis and the method proposed
for the interleaved acquisition, respectively.
A relative estimation error of each perfusion parameter
x was calculated as
δx =

|b
x (w) − x|
100,
x

(8)

where w is the index of noise realization, xb is the estimated
value of the perfusion parameter and x is its ground-truth
value. To study the effect of the missing segment in the interleaved acquisition and of low sampling rate, a median relative
error was calculated for each SNR from δx of all intravascular
parameters (Fp , v p , Tc , BAT ).
2.5. Clinical data
The comparison of intravascular perfusion parameters was
tested on data sets from 6 patients: 3 patients (age 51, 58,
and 68) with one or more brain glioma metastases and 3 patients with primary glioma (age 70, 72, and 72). All involved
patients were scanned upon ethical approval and a written informed consent.
Data acquisition was done using the MRI scanner
Achieva 1.5 T (Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, Netherlands)
with a 16 channels receive head coil SENSE-NV-16. The contrast agent Gadobutrol (Gadovist, Bayer Pharma AG, Berlin,
Germany) was applied at the dose 5 mL for DCE-MRI and
10 mL for DSC-MRI, i.e. the bolus dose ratio was DR = 2,
application speed 5 mL/s, pressure limit 325 lb/in2 (psi). Both
applications were followed by the same amount of 20 mL
saline at the same speed 5 mL/s. The contrast agent was administered to the left arm vein using the power injector (Spectris Solaris EP, Medrad, Warrendale, USA) to provide a consistent and reproducible administration speed and dosing.
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DCE-MRI acquisition and processing
For the DCE-MRI calibration recording, the 3D Fast Low Angle Shot (FLASH) sequence was used, with the parameters
TE/TR = 1.80/3.83 ms, temporal resolution Ts = 3.94 s, flip
angles (FA = {10, 20, 30 ◦ }), 20 slices per volume, acquisition
matrix 64 × 64, and acquisition duration of 1 min 19 s. It was
followed by administration of a contrast agent bolus and the
DCE-MRI contrast acquisition using the same parameters as
for the DCE-MRI calibration recording with flip angle 30◦ ,
20 cycles (time samples), and acquisition duration of 1 min
19 s. Then, the DSC-MRI sequence and acquisition of high
resolution anatomical images were performed (see below for
acquisition details). This acquisition phase took 5 min 52 s.
Subsequently, the DCE-MRI postcontrast sequence was acquired using the same acquisition parameters as for the first
DCE-MRI contrast acquisition (no bolus). The complete interleaved acquisition protocol took 12 min 27 s.
In the preprocessing phase, the DCE-MRI contrast recordings were converted from signal intensity to the change of the
longitudinal relaxation rate, ∆R1 , using the method in [27].
The quantity ∆R1 was proportional to the concentration of the
contrast agent.
The deconvolution algorithm was implemented as a constrained optimization (function lsqnonlin, MATLAB Optimization Toolbox, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.). The standard deviation of the intravascular transit time, σ , in the DCATH IRF model was set to
Ts /2. To minimize the problem of optimization being trapped
in a local optimum, the deconvolution algorithm was run from
four different starting points (with different initial estimates
of Tc and E). The best solution was obtained as the one with
the lowest final value of the criterion function.
DSC-MRI acquisition and processing
The DSC-MRI data were recorded using the 3D sequence
PRinciples of Echo Shifting using a Train of Observations
(sPRESTO) [35, 36] with the parameters TE0 = 22.64 ms,
TR = 15.43 ms, FA = 7 ◦ , one T R interval echo shift ns = 1
and temporal resolution 1.19 s, 30 slices, acquisition matrix
64 × 64 voxels, 60 cycles, acquisition duration 1 min 11 s.
Signal intensity of the acquired images was converted to the
transversal relaxation rate change, ∆R∗2 , using the standard
mono-exponential relationship ([37]), with T E = T E0 +ns T R
[35]. Then, the time sequences ∆R∗2 were converted to the
contrast agent concentration sequences by dividing by r2∗ .
∗
For the tissue voxels, r2tissue
= 44 mM−1 s−1 and for the AIF,
∗
−1
−1
r2blood = 7.6 mM s [38]. This is a standard approach
for absolute quantification in DSC-MRI (the values in [38]
were given for Gadopentetate dimeglumine; the same ratio
∗
∗
of r2blood
/r2tissue
was assumed also for Gadobutrol contrast
agent used in our study, because r2∗ of glioma tissue was not
given in literature, to the best of our knowledge). The deconvolution algorithm was implemented in the same way as for
the DCE-MRI part.
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viation of the noise (σnoise ) was estimated as follows. The
postcontrast segment (second DCE acquisition) was approximated by a monoexponential function. This function was then
subtracted from the measured signal. Finally, σnoise was estimated from the residuals. Mean signal value in (7) was calculated as a mean of the measured signal.
3. R ESULTS
3.1. Synthetic DCE-MRI data
Fig. 3 shows the results of the Monte Carlo analysis. The
interleaved method led to increased perfusion parameter estimation error compared to the standard DCE method. Also,
lower temporal resolution led to higher estimation errors. The
estimation error decreased with increasing SNR. The median
SNR estimated for the clinical DCE data was 9.7. This relates
the clinical data to the simulated data set with SNR = 10. For
this case (SNR = 10), the estimation error of the intravascular
perfusion parameters was below 31 % (Fig. 3).
continuous DCE, Ts = 3.94 s
continuous DCE, Ts = 0.99 s
interleaved DCE, Ts = 0.99 s
interleaved DCE, Ts = 3.94 s

60

δT [%]

Comparison of perfusion parameters
To evaluate the proposed DCE- and DSC-MRI acquisition
and analysis methods on clinical data, the intravascular perfusion parameters estimated by the DCE- and DSC-MRI
analyses were compared. Blood flow and volume were derived from plasma flow and volume using literature based
values for the hematocrit in small vessels, HctSV = 0.28,
and large vessels, HctLV = 0.40 [39]. Denoting their ratio as rHct = HctSV /HctLV , blood flow was calculated as
Fb = Fp / (1 − rHct HctLV ). Using the central volume theorem,
blood volume was calculated as vb = Fb Tc .
To image the same brain volume using both DCE- and
DSC-MRI and to provide a good temporal and spatial resolution, DCE- and DSC-MRI data were recorded with different geometries. The DSC-MRI acquisition method allowed
for a high temporal (1.19 s) and spatial (30 slices) resolution, while for the DCE-MRI acquisition method lower temporal and spatial resolution was achievable (3.83 s, 20 slices).
Hence, the DCE-MRI and DSC-MRI results were evaluated
by comparing the statistical distributions of the perfusion parameter values estimated within the tumor regions.
The perfusion parameter maps were segmented to obtain the tumor regions as follows. A binary 3D mask of
the tumor region was obtained from high-resolution T1 - and
T2 -weighted images and their blurred versions by applying
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm
[40]. It is based on the search for an optimum hyperplane
dividing the data into two groups with a maximum distance
between the hyperplane and the data in both groups closest to
the hyperplane. To allow a nonlinear formulation of the dividing hyperplane, a Gaussian radial basis function was used
as a kernel of the SVM algorithm, mapping the input feature
space into a higher dimension feature space [40].
To train the segmentation method for the given examination
data set, voxels inside and outside the tumor were manually
selected. The intensity values at the indicated points in both
T1 - and T2 -weighted images were used as an input for training
of the segmentation model algorithm.
The resulting binary 3D masks of the tumor were then geometrically transformed and resampled to the sampling grid
of the perfusion images. The perfusion parameters within
the tumor mask were extracted and compared using scatter
plots with denoted medians and the 25th and 75th percentiles.
In DCE-MRI, the voxels with noisy signals (SNR < 5) were
omitted (estimation of SNR for clinical data is described below).
The high resolution T1 -weighted images were acquired
using a 3D FLASH sequence with spatial resolution 0.8 ×
0.8×1.6 mm, acquisition matrix 300×298 voxels, 209 slices,
TE = 4 ms, TR = 25 ms, and flip angle 30◦ . The high resolution T2 -weighted images were acquired using a turbo spin
echo sequence with spatial resolution 0.45 × 0.45 × 5.00 mm,
acquisition matrix 384 × 299 voxels, 22 slices, TE = 100 ms,
TR = 4400 ms, and flip angle 90◦ .
To relate the SNR of the simulated data to the clinical data,
median SNR within the tumor regions of all patients was calculated from all tumor voxels according to (7). Standard de-
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Fig.3. Results of the Monte Carlo simulation, median relative errors
estimated from intravascular parameters (Fb , vb , Tc , BAT ) as a function of the SNR

The boxplots in Fig. 4 show detailed results for SNR = 10
and the brain tumor tissue as the case closest to the used clinical data set. The boxplots show the same trends as Fig. 3.
Importantly, these plots indicate that the omitted segment in
the interleaved DCE acquisition did not induce any additional
systematic bias of the perfusion parameter estimates (boxplots B), while low temporal resolution did for Tc and vb (boxplots A and C).
3.2. Clinical DSC- and DCE-MRI data
Fig. 2 shows examples of the measured and approximated
AIFs for DCE-MRI and DSC-MRI. Fig. 5 shows examples
of approximation of the tissue contrast agent concentration
sequences by the convolutional model (1) and the estimated
IRF.
Figure 6 (left) shows a result of the tumor region segmentation. The resulting perfusion-parameter maps (Fig. 6 (top and
bottom row)) done in approximately the same slice position
showed similar structures in the parametric maps of Fb and
vb , however, they were differently scaled. The Tc maps were
clearly different.
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with Ts = 3.94 s and D: continuous DCE with Ts = 0.99 s. Solid vertical lines denote the ground truths. The units are vb [mL/100 mL],
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The results of the complete data set are summarized as scatter plots (Fig. 7). In each scatter plot, the central mark is the
median, the black solid lines denote the 25th and 75th percentiles, red lines represent linear regression of medians and
black dashed lines are lines of unity slope. The estimated
perfusion parameter values were in the expected range ac-
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Fig. 7. Perfusion parameters scatter plots of patient data. In each
scatter plot, the central mark is the median, the black solid lines
denote the 25th and 75th percentiles, red lines represent linear regression of medians and black dashed lines are lines of unity slope.

Fig.5. Approximation of the tissue contrast agent concentration sequence by the convolutional model for DCE-MRI (upper) and for
DSC-MRI (lower).
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cording to literature for gliomas ([34, 41, 42]). For each intravascular perfusion parameter, regression analysis was applied to the median values. The regression coefficient representing the slope of the regression line was 0.87 for Tc , 0.32
for Fb , and 0.14 for vb . Hence, the perfusion parameter Tc
gave the best absolute agreement between the DCE-MRI and
DSC-MRI methods. This is expected, because this parameter is not affected by scaling of the AIFs and by the vessel
size dependency of r2∗ , in contrast to Fb and vb . The Pearson’s median correlation coefficients between DCE-MRI and
DSC-MRI medians were R(Tc ) = 0.66, R(Fb ) = 0.84, and
R(vb ) = 0.55. The observed correlation coefficients corresponded well with the level of bias in perfusion parameter estimates caused by low temporal resolution in simulated DCEMRI data (Fig. 4, boxplots A and C), i.e. no observed bias
in Fb estimates corresponded to the highest correlation coefficient of this perfusion parameter and the highest level of bias
in vb corresponded to the lowest correlation coefficient of this
perfusion parameter.
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Fig.6. Example of tumor-region segmentation at high resolution T1
weighted image /left/ and comparison of the DCE (top row) and
DSC-MRI (bottom row) maps of Tc [s], Fb [mL/min/100 mL] and
vb [mL/100 mL].
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4.

D ISCUSSION
The proposed modifications of the DCE method were
compared to the standard DCE method on synthetic data.
The missing segment in the interleaved-acquisition DCE data
led to a slightly decreased precision of perfusion parameter
estimation and no bias (Fig. 4). Low temporal resolution
(Ts = 3.94s) had a similar effect of decreased precision, but
in addition, it led to a bias in estimates of Tc and vb (no bias
was observed for Fb ), see Fig. 4. This suggests that among
intravascular perfusion parameters, Fb is the least sensitive to
decreased temporal resolution in the sense of accuracy.
As expected, the combination of both lower temporal resolution and interleaved acquisition led to further decrease of
precision (Fig. 4). The decrease in precision due to the proposed interleaved acquisition and lower temporal resolution
clearly reflects fewer sampling points available for the perfusion analysis. This is certainly a limitation of the proposed
interleaved method. In terms of median relative error of intravascular perfusion parameters, the combination of lower
temporal resolution and interleaved acquisition had the highest error (approx. 30 %), compared to less than 20 % error
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obtained for other combinations of low/high temporal resolution and continuous/interleaved acquisition.
Testing of the complete DCE-DSC-DCE acquisition and
processing scheme on glioma patient data sets showed that the
estimated perfusion parameters were in the expected range,
according to literature. The absolute match between the DCEand DSC-MRI perfusion parameters (tested using the slope of
the regression line in scatter plots) showed a good agreement
of Tc . On the other hand, the absolute match between the
DCE- and DSC-MRI estimates of Fb and vb was poor. This
reflects an unknown scaling factor in DSC-MRI due to the
tissue dependency of r2∗ which is still the main problem in
absolute quantification of Fb and vb in DSC-MRI.
The correlation coefficients calculated from the clinical
data results were in line with the accuracy of the modified
DCE-MRI method resulting from the evaluation on synthetic
data (done for the same SNR and tissue type as used in the
clinical recordings). Hence, a fairly high correlation coefficient was obtained for Fb because its estimates had no bias
on synthetic data. Correspondingly, the lowest correlation
coefficient was obtained for vb because it demonstrated the
strongest bias on synthetic data.
As was shown on synthetic data, the main source of bias
was low temporal resolution due to 3D mode of DCE sequence. A higher sampling rate can be reached with 2D acquisition. However, 2D acquisitions lack a higher volume
coverage. The temporal resolution was sufficient for the tissue concentration function because it can be treated as a low
pass filtered version of the IRF (the low-pass filter is the AIF).
The low temporal resolution is, however, insufficient for sampling of the AIF. Hence, the main source of errors was probably the AIF estimation. The problem of AIF measurement
could be solved by AIF estimation based on blind deconvolution [26], where the AIF is estimated from one or several tissue contrast agent concentration sequences. These sequences
can be sampled with a lower temporal resolution because they
develop more slowly compared to the arterial signal, as explained above and shown in [43]. The AIF estimation scheme
based on the measured arterial signal as used here was selected as the first choice, because it has a wider acceptance
than the blind deconvolution estimation.
Another approach to the low temporal sampling rate could
be the use of fixed population based AIF parameters, as presented in [28]. This would, however, ignore interpatient differences.
Another source of inaccuracy is the assumption of no extravasation of the contrast agent in processing of the DSCMRI data. Even though it was suppressed by the pre bolus
applied during the first DCE-MRI acquisition step, the remaining contrast agent exchange between the vascular and
extravascular spaces was not taken into account. Also, the
r2∗ relaxivities of tissue and blood were fixed to literature values. However, r2∗ has been shown to be tissue specific (see
[38, 37]). This is a general problem for absolute quantification in DSC-MRI. This problem could be solved by formulation of r2∗ as an additional ”perfusion” parameter to be estimated. The theory and application of this approach to simul-
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taneously acquired DCE-DSC data was described in [18, 21].
However, it could be applied to the interleaved DCE-DSCDCE acquisition in a similar way.
The advantage of the proposed interleaved acquisition
method over the standard sequential DCE-DSC protocol is
time efficiency. The acquisition length of the presented protocol is identical with the acquisition length required for a
standard DCE-MRI recording. On the other hand, the missing part of DCE in the interleaved method deteriorates the
precision of the perfusion parameter estimates.
Compared to the simultaneous acquisition of DCE- and
DSC-MRI data based on multi echo sequences, the interleaved approach improves spatial and/or temporal resolution.
This is because no additional time is needed for acquisition
of additional echoes. Again, this is at the cost of lower precision of the perfusion parameter estimates. Another advantage
of the interleaved acquisition, compared to the multi echo sequences, is its inherent dual bolus nature providing suppression of contrast agent extravasation. However, the dual bolus
feature could be incorporated also to the multi echo acquisition by applying a second contrast agent bolus during the
acquisition.
5.

C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new acquisition and processing
method for measurement of DCE- and DSC-MRI which combines advantages of the current sequential and simultaneous
acquisition techniques. We have applied the same pharmacokinetic model in processing of the DCE- and DSC-MRI
data. This makes it possible to compare, in absolute terms,
some of the perfusion parameters estimated from the DCEand DSC-MRI, namely the intravascular perfusion parameters: vascular mean transit time, blood flow, and volume. The
evaluation on clinical data showed a fairly high correlation of
blood flow estimates from DCE- and DSC-MRI. However, an
unknown scaling factor was still present, mainly due to the
tissue-specific character of r2∗ .
Thanks to the unified pharmacokinetic modeling od DCEand DSC-MRI data, this work can be considered an initial
study for a possible joint estimation of the intravascular perfusion parameters. Such joint estimation can be formulated
as a simultaneous approximation of the voxel based DCEand DSC-MRI contrast agent concentration sequences by a
pharmacokinetic model where the intravascular parameters
are the same for the DCE and DSC parts. This would decrease the number of parameters to be estimated compared
to independent DCE- and DSC-MRI analysis. It should lead
to improved estimation accuracy. To perform this step, the
limitations of this study (mainly low temporal resolution of
DCE-MRI, inaccurate AIF, remaining extravasation of the
contrast agent in DSC-MRI, and tissue dependent r2∗ ) have
to be solved.
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